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	A complete training package on the newest version of Photoshop! The Digital Classroom series combines a full-color book with a full-featured DVD, resulting in a complete training package written by expert instructors. Photoshop is the industry standard for image editing, and this guide gets photographers, commercial designers, web developers, fine artists, and serious hobbyists up to speed on the newest version. It includes 13 self-paced lessons that allow you to progress at your own speed, with complete lesson files and tutorials on the DVD. Topics include Camera RAW, masks and layers, retouching, and much more. * A self-paced way to learn the newest version of Photoshop, the essential image-editing software used by professional photographers, web developers, and graphic designers * Features full-color, step-by-step instructions in the book plus additional tutorials and lesson files on the DVD * Developed by a team of Adobe Certified Instructors and Photoshop experts who have created many of the official training titles for Adobe Systems * Covers Adobe Bridge, Camera RAW, masks and layers, painting and retouching, and selections and layers, taking you through basic and intermediate-level topics Photoshop CS6 Digital Classroom is like having your own personal tutor teaching you the newest version of Photoshop. Note: DVD and other supplementary materials are not included as part of the e-book file, but are available for download after purchase.
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Linux Multimedia GuideO'Reilly, 1996

	
		Linux is increasingly popular among computer enthusiasts of all types, and one of the applications where it is flourishing is multimedia. Take a low-cost hardware platform and add the Linux operating system, which really exploits its speed, and you have a great host for developing multimedia applications. These often can be ported to...
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Multiple SclerosisDemos Medical Publishing, 2005

	Education about multiple sclerosis has traditionally been medically oriented and related to disease and dysfunction. In contrast, this brand-new second edition of the Guide continues to focus on staying well in the presence of MS, a disease that - while incurable - can be managed. The book covers a broad spectrum of topics related to MS and...
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Diabetes Cookbook For Canadians For DummiesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Over 100 delicious, easy-to-prepare recipes that will help any food lover manage and live with diabetes


	Over two million Canadians have diabetes--with 10 percent living with type 1 diabetes, and the remaining type 2. With recipes reflecting Canada's diverse, multicultural population, this unique cookbook contains...
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Photoshop CC: The Missing ManualO'Reilly, 2013

	
		Photoshop CC is truly amazing, but it can also be overwhelming if you’re just getting started. This book makes learning Photoshop as easy as possible by explaining things in a friendly, conversational style—without technical jargon. After a thorough introduction to the program, you’ll delve deep into...
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Mastering jQuery MobilePackt Publishing, 2015

	Design and develop cutting-edge mobile web applications using jQuery Mobile to work across a number of platforms


	About This Book

	
		Create spectacular mobile applications using jQuery Mobile to its fullest potential
	
		Build a complete and customizable professional, standard theme using...
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Genomics and Proteomics Engineering in Medicine and Biology (IEEE Press Series on Biomedical Engineering)John Wiley & Sons, 2007

	Current applications and recent advances in genomics and proteomics


	Genomics and Proteomics Engineering in Medicine and Biology presents a well-rounded, interdisciplinary discussion of a topic that is at the cutting edge of both molecular biology and bioengineering. Compiling contributions by established experts, this...
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